INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING (INDE)

INDE 190 - Introduction to Industrial Engineering (3 Credits)
Introduction to the profession and core topics of industrial engineering. Introduction to problem solving, ethics and industrial engineering design and analysis techniques.

INDE 291 - Materials & Manufacturing (3 Credits)
Engineering materials, deforming manufacturing, subtractive manufacturing, additive manufacturing, assembly processes, quality control and productivity; computer aided manufacturing.
Prerequisites: D or better in INDE 190 or ENCP 101.

INDE 292 - Work Design & Ergonomics (3 Credits)
Manual components and cognitive aspects of work. Ergonomics and work design methods for increased productivity and improved worker health and safety. Integration of motion and time study with human factors and ergonomics and safety engineering.

INDE 391 - Production Engineering & Management (3 Credits)
Planning and control of operations in both manufacturing and service industries. Effective management and utilization of resources and the production of cost-effective products and services. Principles, models, and techniques used for production planning and inventory control.
Prerequisites: D or better in MATH 141 or MATH 122; D or better in STAT 201 or higher.

INDE 392 - Operations Research in Engineering (3 Credits)
Application of operations research to industrial engineering. Algorithmic and practical implementation of mathematical models to describe and/or improve systems and to gain real-time efficiency.
Prerequisites: D or better in MATH 344 and STAT 509.

INDE 397 - Computer Control of Manufacturing Systems (3 Credits)
Programmable automation applied to manufacturing. Computer architecture, sensors and automatic data acquisition. Experiments interfacing microcomputers and industrial controllers in manufacturing applications.
Prerequisites: D or better in MATH 142 and D or better in one of the following: CSCE 102, CSCE 106, CSCE 145, CSCE 146, ENCP 201, ECIV 201, EMCH 201, ITEC 104, CSCE 104, or ITEC 352.

INDE 460 - Independent Study (1-6 Credits)
Individual investigation or studies of special topics. Requires contract approval.

INDE 490 - Quality Engineering (3 Credits)
Quality tools and techniques employed to help prevent defects in engineered products, and to avoid problems when delivering solutions or services to customers.
Prerequisites: D or better in STAT 509 or higher; D or better in INDE 391.

INDE 496 - Facilities Planning & Material Handling (3 Credits)
Methods to analyze and optimize facilities layout and the arrangement and movement of physical resources to support the production and distribution of goods and services.
Prerequisites: D or better in INDE 391.